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Kinko’s Copies, the M

Street store

used by many Georgetown professors in
producing course packets, has inconvenienced students and professors alike
after it decided to discontine printing
services at the Georgetown branch.
All course packets were printed at the
American University branch this semester and Kinko’s will discontinue the
service altogether at the end of the year.
Blaise Simqu, the Kinko’s spokesperson at corporate headquarters in
Ventura, CA, said the company is “offi_ cially phasing out the program” providing course guides, called “CourseWorks”.
“After Dec. 31, we will not be providing CourseWorks in any way, shape or
form,” Simqu said. She added that each
store had been permitted to determine its
own policy regarding course packets for
the current semester.
According
to sociology professor Bill
McDonald the arrangement with the
Kinko’snear American has caused many
inconviences. Students in his Research
Methods class were unable to get their
packets. McDonald said he had dropped
off his 96-page syllabus for reproduction at the Georgetown Kinko’s on Aug.
31. He said he then called Goldsberry
because he was concerned the packet
would not be ready on time.
“I told her that copyrights were all
approved from the year before. I knew
that I was already late and asked when

By William B. Newton
HOYA Staff Writer

Georgetown’s Best Buddies chapter

lost a $400 banner after it was stolen

Tom Zimmerman, who has been em-

early Saturday morning from the balcony off the Leavey Center’s second
floor, according to GU Best Buddies

ployed by the Georgetown Kinko’s for
eight months, said there have been “some
minor problems” transporting the course
packets between the AU and Georgetown stores.
Zimmerman attributed some delays
tonew production procedures, but added
that most result from problems receiving copyright clearance from publishers.
Eight publishing companies filed suit
against Kinko’s in 1989 for violating
copyright laws by reproducing material
without permission. Kinko's agreed to
implement a more stringent copyright
protection policy and paid $1.9 million
for damages and court costs, according
tothe Oct. 18,1991, Wall Street Journal.
Simqu said the decision to phase out
CourseWorks was not a result of the
“[Since

the lawsuit]

notavailable at the Georgetown Kinko's.
“All I know is that I was promised one
thing and it did not happen,” McDonald
said.

“When McDonald called Goldsberry
service,”

Goldsberry informed him that the Georgetown Kinko’s had actually discontinued their CourseWorks business last

Director Kristin Pickett (GSB ’95).

Best Buddies is an international, nonprofit organization founded to foster
friendships between college students and
the mentally retarded. The banner, fea-

turing a color picture of Best Buddies
logo drawn by artist Keith Haring, had
been purchased in May with funds from
an outside donation.
“The school did not buy our banner,”
Pickett said. “It took us five years to get
the money for one, and it may be another

five before we get another,— it’s that
valuable to us.”
Pickett said she tied the banner to the
balcony with three ropes on Thursday
morning. She added it was 4 feet by
6feet by 4 feet and “cumbersome.”
“Whoever took the banner did it very
skillfully because it was very well-tied,”
Pickett said.

Kinko’s

has set a standard for copyright compliance in the industry,” Simqu said.
American Studies professor Ron Johnson said that after the lawsuit Kinko’s
received the necessary clearances, but
in his experience, also “became more
restrictive.”
McDonald said he used Kinko’s to
save the students’ money. “On one side
it was cheap, but it was very expensive
in inconvenience,” he said.
McDonald said he ended up making
his packets with the sociology department copying machine, a process many
professors are reluctantly turning to afSee KINKO'S, p. 3

ets] back,” he said.
McDonald said Goldsberry told him
the packets would be done by Sept. 3.
But as of Sept. 8 the packets were still

of “horrendous

Missing From Leavey

ment was made in May.
Simqu said Kinko’s announced on
May 23 that the CourseWorks business
would be discontinued. She added that
employees have since been “encouraged to notify people.”

was a reasonable time to get [the pack-

to complain

GU Club Finds Sign

CourseWorks after an internal announce-

lawsuit.

|

Buddies’
Banner
Stolen

May, but corporate headquarters had
ordered them not to tell customers.
Goldsberry would not comment for
this article.
Simqu confirmed the corporate office
initially instructed employees not to
notify the public of the termination of

Special to The HOYA
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Sean Vollman (CAS ’95), a Best Bud-

Sarah George/The HOYA

Students march on Tuesday to celebrate the dedication of the Francis Scott Key Monument.

| Clarke Wins Special Election in Landslide
GUSA, Local Residents Hope to Work With New D.C. Council Chair

dies staff member, said he saw the sign
at 1:30 a.m. Saturday morning. “I was so
happy to see it up, I pointed it out to my
friends,” he said.
Pickett did not learn the banner was
missing until Sunday morning, as she
was going to Leavey for a Best Buddies
staff meeting. “I was stunned when [
saw it was missing,” she said. “I stopped
dead in my tracks.”
Best Buddies reported the theft of the

banner to the Department of Public Safety
(DPS) early Sunday afternoon, after they
had learned from the Leavey Building
management office that no one had reported the sign missing.
“I can’t understand why [the banner]

By Jennifer Almeida
HOYA Staff Writer
David Clarke (D) won a decisive vic-

tory in Tuesday’s special election for
D.C. Council Chair and will succeed the
late John Wilson in the District’s second-highest elected office.
Clarkereceived47 percent of the vote,
easily defeating the other four candidates on the ballot. His closest rival,
council member Charlene Drew Jarvis
(D), finished second with 29 percent of

the vote. Linda Cropp (D) received 16
percent of the vote, while Marie Drissel
(D) and Emily Fitzsimmons (I) received

less than 10 percent each.
Clarke previously served two terms
as council chair during the Marion Barry
administration, but lost his spot to Wil-

Kinko’s on M Street has stopped-printing course packets.

HOYA File Photo

son after making a bid for mayor in 1990
and losing to Sharon Pratt Kelly.
The campaign season, which began
in late July, mainly focused on two issues: the District’s financial problems

Student Clubs Escape Bite of Budget Cuts

and high rate of crime.
The race also brought attention to the
troubled political future of Kelly, who
facesre-electionnext year. Kelly did not
endorse a candidate for Wilson’s spot
and the candidates sought to distance
themselves from her record.
“We face difficult choices,” Clarke

told The Washington Post after his victory. “We're going to have to [make
them] without tearing each other apart,”
he said.
Clarke also faces re-election next fall
and added that he hoped to have good
relations with Kelly during the next year.
“I will be independent. Independence,
however, is not the antithesis of coop-

eration,” he told the Post.
The Georgetown community kept a
close eye on the council chair election
because of several importantissues close
to home, including Georgetown
University’s proposed cogenerator plant
and zoning restrictions that could adversely affect off-campus student hous-

INSIDE

Rue, Swanson Say Department Reductions Won't Affect I ndividual Groups
« DEPECHE

By Caroline Good
HOYA Staff Writer

Many department budgets have been
cutat Georgetown as the university goes
through a period of “financial austerity,” according to University President
Leo J. O’Donovan, SJ. But student
groups, who are funded through the Office of Student Programs, have not seen
any remarkable decrease in their requested budgets, according to Director

of Student
Swanson.
According

Organizations
to Swanson,

Martha
a total

of

$201,000 was allocated by the four student budget advisory committees for
fiscal year 1993, compared with

$161,000 for fiscal year 1994. But both
Swanson and Director of Student Programs Penny Rue said the differences
were due to specific circumstances on
each committee, not an across-the-board

budget cut.
Anne-Michelle Harrington (CAS "94),
director
of Black Movements Dance Theatre and a member of the Performing
Arts Advisory Council, said that many

student groups also submitted smaller
budget requests because they knew the
budget committees would have less to

work with.
“We were told that we would be given
less funds to give out. .. so we told each
group to scale down their budgets and
they came
back
self-reduced,”
Harrington said.
Swanson said the overall student programs budget was smaller this year, but
only because there were “a lot of new
expenses [student programs] had to absorb. . . for the first time,” according to
Rue.
“Overall funding was cut by the university although it is not per se a cut but
rather that we have to fund other things,”
Swanson said.
Student organizations did not pay
these costs individually because it was
taken from the entire student programs
budget before any funds were broken
down for specific student groups.
“Money was allocated beforehand to
pay for extra costs. . . before any student
groups submitted budgets.” Rue said.
“We want to be supportive of student
programming as much as we can with
our limited resources,” said Dean of
Students James A. Donahue. “We have
our priorities within the restraints of our
budget.”
According to Rue, funding for build-

MODE, SANTANA

AND BOB DYLAN give concerts at
the tail end of the summer season.

See ENTERTAINMENT, p. 7.

ing.
The Georgetown University Student
Association

(GUSA)

had

endorsed

Clarke, mainly because of his opposition to the housing bill proposed by
council member John Ray, limiting the
number of non-related persons inasingle
house to four without a rooming house
license. The bill, which GUSA has
pledged to fight, is currently scheduled
to come to a vote by the council in six to
eight weeks.
“I was pleasantly surprised that
[Clarke] won,” said GUSA President
Rick Heitzmann (GSB 94). “I hope to

contact him soon aboutissues relating to
students.”
Heitzmann said he spoke to Clarke
“briefly” at Monday’s candidate forum
in Georgetown and felt Clarke would be
“willing to listen to [students].”

“He’s opposed to the housing bill as it
stands now, and hopefully he’ll be open
to more input to maintain that position,”

See ELECTIONS, p. 3

See ENTERTAINMENT, p. 7.
« THE MEN’S SOCCER TEAM
wins its fourth straight game with a 40 shutout of Mount St. Mary’s.

See SPORTS, p. 10.

Penny Rue.

Rutger von Post/The HOYA

:

ing depreciation (including maintenance
and repair costs) and additional fringe

benefits were mandated by the budget
office. “With a lot of space, and a lot of
rent we have to cover alot of costs. This
is the first year that student budgets had
See BUDGETS, p. 3

« KEN HOUSE (CAS ’94) GIVES
SUGGESTIONS on how to improve
the NCAA's tangle of rules and regulations.
See SPORTS, p. 10.

« ERIC FINNEY (CAS 95) is
named an All-American rugby player.
See SPORTS, p. 8.

Michael Shulman/The HOYA

Kristin Pickett (GSB 95).

Taking Back The Night:
Marchers Protest Rape
By Matthew Pennington
Special to The HOYA

« THE NATIONAL GALLERY
OF ART opens a show of prints and
drawings by turn-of-the-century German artist Louis Corinth.

See BEST BUDDIES, p. 3

The DC Rape Crisis Center sponsored its annual “Take Back the
Night” rally and march in Dupont
Circle Saturday in order to raise
awareness of the higher incidences
of rape, incest and other forms of
sexual assualt.
The march featured thousands of
women marching through the streets,
chantingrefrains like “Wherever we
£0, however we dress, no means no,
yes means yes” and “Women unite!
Take back the night!”
“Take Back the Night gives us an
opportunity to share our anger, to

spoke at the rally, along with DC
Rape Crisis Center executives
Denise Snyder and Karen House,
Cary Johnson of Amnesty International and Letitia Gomez of
Congreso Latino.
Melanie Bush (SES ’97), one of

about 30 Georgetown students who
participated in the march, said it was
a very meaningful experience.
“There was alot of enthusiasm from
supporters on the street and that made
it clear to us that the message was
getting home,” she said.
Bush added that she was disappointed more Georgetown students
had not participated in the march.
“Rape awareness is something

celebrate our victories, and to make

that concerns all women, and men as

our voice heard. Together we will
demand that our society put an end
to sexual violence. We will demand
safety in our homes, on our jobs, and
in the streets,” according to a statementreleased by the DC Rape Crisis
Center.
NOW President Patricia Ireland

well. There should be more awareness, especially on this campus,”
she said.
“It’s ridiculous that there weren’t
more Georgetown students there,”
said Lisa Katz (SLL 97), who also

participated in the march.
See MARCH, p. 3
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Student Groups Avoid Fiscal Cutback
BUDGETS, from p. 1
to pay for depreciation,” Rue said.
The current fiscal year marks the first
time Georgetown allocated money for
depreciation costs, after O’Donovan
asked each of the university’s divisions
to “build 20 percent of the historical cost
of our buildings and physical assets into
their operating budgets as depreciation
expenses,” according to a statement in
the Feb. 8 Blue and Gray.
A similar plan is in effect to pay for
rising fringe benefits

costs, the state-

ment said.
Students programs’ budgeting process for the following fiscal year takes
place the spring, when each student or-

ganization is asked to submit a budget to

-

one of the four advisory committees.
The committees then decide how much
money to allocate to each individual
club.
According to Swanson, the Performing Arts Advisory Council distributed
$28,000 for 94 and $37,000 in ’93; the
Volunteer and Public Service board

(VPS) distributed $25,000 for 94 and
$28,000 for ’93, the Media Board distributed $27,000 for *94 and $42,000 in
’93, and the Student Activities Commission (SAC), which budgets all clubs not
overseen by the other three, distributed

$81,000 for '94 and $94,000 in ’93.
Swanson attributed the smaller figures to a number of special circumstances. In the case of the Media Board,
“[they] did not give any money to WGTB
this year, the Blackboard was only
funded for a couple of issues and the
Spotlight and Eclectic went under,”
Swanson said.
In other cases, the decreased budgets
were due to less money placed in contingency funds, which are normally kept as
discretionary money given by the budget committees throughout the year.
Contingency funds are used to fund new
groups and to meet requests for additional money, Swanson said.
“The amount of contingence money
depends on the board and on how much
money they have to give out overall.
Also, usually afew more groups start up

than default” and contingency funds pay
their budgets, Swanson said..
The SAC this year has a contingency

fund of $10,000, down from $18,000
last year, according to SAC Chair Jason
Altberger (GSB ’94). Despite the drop
in available funds the board “should
have adequate funds to handle all reasonable
contingency
requests,”
Altberger said.
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ELECTIONS, from p. 1
BEST BUDDIES, from p. 1

Heitzmann said. “Because he sets the
[council’s] agenda, he could delay the

was stolen unless it was a practical
joke,” Pickett said. “If it was a joke,
the fun’s over. We want our banner
back.”
Vollman said he believed the theft
was either
a “juvenile prank, or done
by someone who really likes Keith
Haring. When we gave out Keith
Haring stickers at our Monday meeting they went fast.”
According to DPS Sergeant Gilbert Bussey, the thief could have
reached the balcony from the esplanade at the back of the Leavey building.
DPS is not close to identifying
any suspects, Bussey added. “We
have nothing to go on. We have no
suspects and no witnesses. The investigation is at a stalemate,” he
said.
Due to the weight and awkwardness of the banner, Best Buddies
officers said they suspected more
than one person had stolen the banner.
“I don’t think they [the thieves]

realized how expensive and important the banner was,” Vollman said.
“We don’t want to prosecute anyThe Best
was founded
by Anthony
’88). Today,

Buddies Organization
at Georgetown in 1987
Kennedy Shriver (CAS
there are 164 chapters

of Best Buddies on campuses worldwide.
Pickett said Shriver was “terribly
disappointed” that the banner had

been stolen.
The banner had been put up to
advertise the Best Buddies’ organizational meeting held Monday
evening, as well as the Oct. 23 Best
Buddies Ball, the group’s major
fundraiser.
According to Pickett, Best Buddies raised over $100,000 last year
from the ball, which was attended by
about 1000 Georgetown students.
Best Buddies is considering offering areward of Best Buddies Ball
tickets to anyone who can provide
information leading to the retrieval
of the banner.
Anyone knowing of the whereabouts of the banner may contact
Best Buddies in person or anonymously in 428 Leavey or by calling
687-4782. Information can also be
called into the DPS office, at 6874343.

bill and it might give us another two to
three months to fight it,” he said.
Clarke could also have an impact on
another important Georgetown-related
issue — the university’s long-delayed
cogenerator plant. A number of neighborhood residents vehemently oppose
the power plant because they feel it
would be environmentally unsafe and
would also reduce area property values.
The university denies these claims, and
GUSA recently passed a resolution in

favor of the cogenerator.
All five candidates in the council
chair race opposed the cogenerator, but
Heitzmann said Clarke was the only
candidate who said he would not intro-

duce emergency legislation to block the
project if the DC Board of Zoning Adjustment gives final approval to the cogenerator on Oct. 8.
Westy
Commission,

As the marchers moved down R

Street from 18thto Connecticut, they
observed a Block of Silence in tribute to all women who have been
victims of sexual violence.

Katz said it was impressive to
hear the chants of marchers

at the

rear in contrast
to the footsteps of the
silent marchers.

Kinko’s Stops Making Course Packets
KINKO’S, from p. 1
ter frustrating experiences withKinko’s.
Don Harmon, manager of the Leavey
Center Book Shop, said clearing copyrights with publishers can be a very long
process. The Book Shop has offered
course production services to professors
since the summer of 1991.
“We

have

to be careful

not to let

anything go through without clearance
and this can be very time consuming.
We have a full-time man on staff spending 50 percent of his time on clearances,” Harmon said
Harmon said to guarantee satisfactory service professors should turnin the
packet “as early as possible with as
many citations as possible.”

Lydia Pyon

§=%

Ashlee
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1518 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007
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Fax.: 202-333-3173

DPS

CRIME REPORT

Sept. 10, 10:30 a.m.: Healy and
Copley Roadway. A university employee reported the theft of three
desk chairs left unattended on the
rear of a GU pick-up truck.
Sept. 12, 11:36 p.m.: 37th St.,
NW, 1400 Block. Student reported
his residence burglarized, with the
loss of various personal items. The

rium hallway.
A university employee

reported the theft of wallet and keys
left unattended in a carrying bag.
Sept. 13,4:30 p.m.: ICC 2nd floor.
A university employee reported the
theft of her purse. The purse was
later found in the waste basket of the
men’s restroom, with all items except for the cash intact.

entrance to the door was left unse-

cured.
Sept. 13, 2:00 p.m.: Lauinger library, 4th floor. Student reported
observing a 49 year old white male
looking under the tables at females’
legs and clothing garmets. The suspect was apprehended and barred
from campus.
Sept. 13, 2:30 p.m.: ICC Audito-

Sept. 13, 5:00 p.m.: Darnall Hall,
Counseling Center. A university employee reported the theft of her wallet from her purse, in her office.
Sept. 13,6:26 p.m.: ICC 4th floor.
A university employee reported the
theft of his wallet, left unattended on
his desk. He later retreived his wallet intact from the waste basket of
the men’s restroom.

ER

CORRECTION

In the Sept. 14th issue, THE Hoya
misidentified the field hockey player
on page 8. The player shown was
sophomore Sara Fox.
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“That’s when I felt the most aware
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career. For an on-campus

was

and most in touch with what our
cause was,” she said.
The experience was “very powerful. There was a lot of anger and
frustration,” Katz added.
“We walk at night to show other
women in our community that they
are not alone, and to claim to walk at
night without fear of violence,” according to the program.
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she

McDermid added she did not know
Clarke very well but looked forward to
meeting with him. “As a citizen of the
District I hope he treats [Georgetown]
like any other part of the city,” she said.
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Women March to Protest Rape
MARCH, from p. 1
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James A. Thomas,
Dean of Admissions, Yale
Law School,
will be on campus to meet

with any and all
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chair

whether Clarke’s election would have
any effect on area issues.
“At this point, he won’t have time to
introduce legislation affecting Georgetown, but some might come up,” she
said. “A lot depends on what comes up
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Village

C

East

on

the

before leaving libraries, as unnecessary
and bothersome. Despite all of this inconvenience, however, such measures were
not enough to prevent the Village C crime:
an experience that upset Phillips enough
to send her back home to New Jersey
because she couldn't feel safe at school.
This terrible crime follows a number of

robberies in the dorms and apartment
buildings, including an incident two years
ago in which an intruder threatened a
freshman in her New South dormroom.
Because of these incidents, the Department of Public Safety (DPS), other univer-

sity administrators and students themselves need to carefully examine GU's
security safeguards.
First, students need to be reminded
that they often put themselves in danger.
DPS reports that doors were propped

open

in Village C the day of Phillips’

assault — only people within the dorm
could have done that during the chaotic
move-in weekend. As annoying as many

of the security policies outlined

in the

student handbook and explained during
freshman floor meetings may appear,
there are clear reasons behind them.
Students need to follow safety guidelines
— not propping doors open, not letting
strange people into the dorm late at night
— as insurance against future assaults

and robberies.
Second, the overtaxed student guard
program, currently run by one part-time
employee, should be reformed and beefed
up. The degree to which student guards
comply with security policies should be
reviewed. Student guards rarely check
ID’s carefully; a simple flash usually suffices. The same is true at the library,
where a guard checks every bookbag
leaving the library, but no one checks the
ID’s of people going into the library. In
dorms, sign-in procedures when students
do not have their ID’s with them are often
loosely interpreted by guards, letting potentially dangerous people slip by.
Third, many security features are still
sorely needed in dorms and around campus. One simple security device seen at
other universities

is an open-door

time

alarm: if a door is left open for more than
a few seconds, the door alarm sounds off
until it is closed properly.

In the end, future crimes will only be
prevented by shared responsibility within
the university community.

Free Speech Loses at Penn
The University of Pennsylvania recently
decided not punish the students who

‘stole 14,000 copies of the Daily Pennsylvanian last spring, adding another disturbing chapter in the continuing freespeech debate. The paper thieves, who
were members of Penn's Black Student
League, stole the papers in protest of
editorials criticizing Malcolm X and affirmative action programs. Although they
may have had legitimate grievances with
the paper, their response was inexcusable.
The only way to deal with offensive
speech is through more speech, not less.
University speech codes frequently provide punishments for people who block
others from exercising their First Amendment right to free speech. Georgetown’s
current speech code, for example, allows
individuals

or groups

to protest speech

as long as the speaker’s right to free
speech and the audience's right to see
and hear the speaker are not violated.
The Penn students who stole the Daily
Pennsylvanian clearly blocked the paper’s
attempts at open dialogue and denied the
university community access to the paper. Penn's Interim University President
Claire Fagin told The Washington Post
she condemned the “confiscation of any

publication on campus” and said such
action would “not be tolerated.” Yet Penn

has decided against punishing students
who tried to censor the voices of others.
The debate over free speech is particularly relevant to Georgetown, as new Dean
of Students James A. Donahue prepares
to review the speech code.

We feel it is
code protect
words. Beyond
verbal assault,
codes should
curtail

essential that any speech
individuals from fighting
protecting individuals from
however, university speech
do little, if anything, to

speech.

Universities

have

tradi-

tionally been known as “marketplaces of
ideas,” societal enclaves where free debate can occur. Increasingly, speech codes
have stifled the open exchange of ideas,
jeopardizing the crucial role played by
universities in fostering intellectual
growth.
Georgetown should strive to protect individual rights, but not at the expense of
free speech. The best way to reach such
a goal is through a skeletal speech code
that restricts only enough speech to protect individuals from verbal assault, allowing ideas to be openly exchanged,
even — perhaps especially — if they are
controversial or provocative.
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NAFTA Threatens U.S. Sovereignty
Under the banner of free trade and
corporate restructuring, American employers have shifted millions of U.S.
jobs to lower wage foreign production
sites. Thereasonis clear: equally skilled
foreign workers can do the same job for
a lot less. This is the dark truth lurking
behind the notion that the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
will create high paying jobs. Much more
likely is a slide downward in terms of
wage levels and environmental standards. Such a result is inevitable if the
United

States

links

itself to Mexico,

‘where average wage levels are one-tenth
of America’s,

environmental

laws ‘go

unenforced, unions are captive to the
state and the political system is distorted
by corruption and electoral fraud.
Opening the trade border with Mexico
should inspire open and honest public

services has dramatically expanded in
recent years but in such a perverse way

that the gap between the rich and the
poor has doubled, and the industrial
assault on natural systems — marine
fisheries, tropical forests, top soil, rivers
and the protective ozone layer — has
intensified. In this context, the slogan

“free trade” misses the point. Instead of
wasteful production and frenetic global
exchange, we need a serious commitment to just and sustainable economic
policies.
One would never guess, listening:to
those who argue so dogmatically for
free trade, that the concept

NAFTA

are trading

was

only

agreements.

and

. . [that]

emphasize social justice, the enrichment of
local communities and genuine respect for

debate. Instead, NAFTA has been negotiated in secret and written in arcane
language. Making things worse is the
undemocratic “fast track” process which
will be used for congressional consideration of both NAFTA and the General
Agreement on Trade and Tariffs
Under

environmental, health and safety’ standards non-tariff or technical barriers to
trade and therefore subject to financial
sanction.
In August 1991, a three-person secret
GATT dispute panel in Geneva ruled
that the U.S. Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 was an illegal barrier to
trade because it restricts importing tuna
into the United States that are caught
using techniques thatkill large numbers
of dolphins. The case was brought by
Mexico. In February 1992, a GATT
panel ruled that numerous U.S. states’
alcohol taxes and regulations were in-

the environment.

(GATT).

from foreign competition benefited, but
tens of millions of others, many of whom
had once enjoyed high paying jobs, did
not. What was lacking — and still is —
was not expanding foreign trade, but
anti-trust, labor and trade policies that
put community well-being at the top of
America’s priorities.
Another danger of both NAFTA and
GATT has been exposed by a series of
recent legal challenges brought under
current GATT rules. Both trade agreements use similar dispute resolution procedures whereby non-elected special-

ists" drawn from a short list of trade
‘insiders
have authority ‘to’ declare

invented in the late 18th and early 19th
centuries when conditions were totally
different. The capital was not mobile in
the way it is today, when billions of
dollars can move across. the world in

What is needed in place of GATT

this restricted parlia-

mentary procedure, the power of Con. gress is reduced to a simple yes or no
vote and time allotted for debate is severely limited. This makes a mockery of
Article I, Section 8, of the Constitution
which gives Congress the power “To
regulate commerce with foreignnations.
What little debate there is on NAFTA
is lost in a fog of outdated ideas. Only a
trade specialist could take seriously such
vacuous slogan-words as “free-trade”
and “protectionism. . .” [A] third of our

Patrick C. Lord, Editor in Chief
Jennifer Almeida, Managing Editor
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For the Record

“foreign” trade is actually American
companies outsourcing exports to
Mexico. . . not final goods sent to the
Mexican market, but intermediate products destined for return to the U.S. or to
other markets after they have been enhanced in value by cheaper Mexican
workers.
The international flow of goods and
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seconds to exploit the benefits of pathetically low wages and environmental
standards. The very concept of a multinational corporation with no allegiance
except to its own global expansion was
unthinkable. And, of course, no one
considered the possibility that human
beings might actually disrupt the lifesupporting processes of nature.
Washington insiders — the people
who lobby Congress and pay for the
campaigns or the media thatreports it—
talk as though “free trade” always raises
wages and generates jobs. The facts
indicate otherwise. Since 1973, American trade with other nations has doubled,
but the value of American weekly paychecks has fallen 18 percent. In the last
decade alone, the number of young men
working full time who earn only a poverty wage has increased 100 percent.
The U.S. economy expanded — national income per capita grew 28 percent — but the benefits were channeled
to those with the highest incomes. Inequality grew because the American
economy was deregulated and subjected
to destructive global competition. Executives, investors, corporate lawyers
and media pundits who were insulated

consistent with GATT, and that as a
matter of international law, GATT was
superior to U.S. state and local law.
These cases clearly underline the
sharp conflict between international
trade agreements and national sovereignty. American democracy rests on a
system which recognizes significantdifferences among various states and localities. GATT

and NAFTA,

however,

in the name of eliminating “technical”
barriers to trade, restrict local citizens
and communities from setting their own
standards. Under both NAFTA and
GATT, we will be subjected to a supergovernment of distant and non-elected
trade experts whose narrow frame of
reference has nothing of the robust diversity of democratic participation.
What is needed in place of GATT and
NAFTA are trading agreements and
national policies which from the beginning emphasize social justice, the enrichmentoflocal communities and genuine respect for the environment. Such
agreements and policies would be novel
because they would, in the words of
President Clinton, “Put people first.”
Under this approach, we would ask, not
what will help international companies
get the cheapest foreign workers, but
what will reduce growing inequality and
strengthen every American community.

Letter to the Editor

Housing Bill to ‘Protect’ Neighborhood
To the Editor:
The lead article [“D.C. Council May
Limit Off-Campus Housing] and editorial in the Sept. 10 issue of THE Hoya
both miss a major point.
The gist of the issue is not the revelation that aboarding house license would
be required for more than four unrelated
occupants and that license would be
difficult to get (it’s meant to be the rare

exception under our zoning), but rather
that the houses around the university,
including Burleith where I live, simply
were never meant to have more than
four adults. The long-term residents seldom have more than four people, and if
so, that number includes babies and
small children.
These houses do nothave the facilities
for more than four adults to live in a

manner civil to themselves and neighbors. These are miniature houses with
small kitchens, and most have only one
bathroom. Nor can we preserve the residential character of our neighborhood
outdoors in the face of the high concentration of people. This is neither a dormitory nor apartmentneighborhood, and
‘it is zoned to keep it that way.
Furthermore, there is strong evidence
that rents are proportional to the number
of tenants, contrary to the statement
made by the Georgetown University

with the per person rent largely geared
to the university’s dorm charge.
I can speak from experience about the
proper way to rent. I leased my home for
15 years to three or four people at a fair
rent with no problems.

Student Association (GUSA) president.

should not be joining forces with the
abusive landlords at the expense of the
permanent residents. The DC bill is to
save what is left of our neighborhoods.

Particular landlords buy houses and jack
the rents; or they approach other landlords and offer a much higher cash flow
in return for a management contract. In
either case the trick is to increase the
number of tenants to six, eight or more

Students are welcome. Landlords who
abuse students are not; nor are occupants who abuse the neighborhood by
way of overcrowding or just bad behavior. There are many different interests
here, but the students and the university

R. T. TALBOT-STERN
BURLEITH
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afternoon of Aug. 29 has understandably
raised questions about the quality of
security on Georgetown’s campus.
Many students shrug off security measures, such as flashing IDs to enter buildings and showing bookbags to a guard
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to survive.

A Kinder, Safer Campus
The knifepoint robbery of Linda Phillips

by

will’ be extremely
delicate. Only one
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High Hopes, Empty Promises
HE PROMISE OF PEACE IS PERHAPS
THE sweetest thing an oppressed
and disenfranchised people can
contemplate. All Palestinians desire
peace. For the prospects of peace, some
would even be willing to accept less
than afifth of the occupied territories, as
-long as they are guaranteed all the Pales‘tinianrefugees could return to the homes
from which they were uprooted.
While such a plan would not even
begin to right the wrongs committed in
1948, it would enable the Palestinians to
rule themselves as a part of Palestine,
ending the refugee problem. In fact, to
gamer Palestinian support for the agreement, the Palestinian people are being
told the so-called “Gaza-Jericho Plan”
would give them such autonomy.
Unfortunately, nothing could be farther from the truth. The secret deal struck
between the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) and Israel offers the Pal-

estinians limited self-rule in only two
percent of Palestine. Israel, by contrast,
will retain control of Jerusalem, maintainits “right”
to continue building settlements, continue to block the return of
Palestinian refugees, control all points
of access into the areas from which they
withdraw, and while “redeploying” their
troops, will not withdraw from any of
the West Bank with the exception of the
sparsely populated town of Jericho.
Rather than being allowed to set up a
state, the Palestinians will be given limited autonomy. Through the establishment of joint Palestinian-Israeli committees, the Israelis will establish a
mechanism through which Palestinians
are consulted when decisions need to be
made affecting Palestinian health, education, economic and financial matters,
and internal security. The agreement
mentions the need for the establishment
of a “strong Palestinian police force”
that would be used to suppress any opposition to the accord or crush anyone
who continues to resist Israeli occupation. Throughout the West Bank and
Gaza Strip, Israel would continue to be
responsible for security of Israeli settlers. In short, the Israeli occupation will
continue,

but its form

will change

to

accommodate the conditions created by
the nearly six-year-old Intifada.
The plan does give some symbolic
gains to the Palestinians. The display of
the Palestinian flag will no longer bring
a five-year prison sentence, and Yasser

Arafat, the leader of Fatah and chairman

of the PLO, will be allowed to live in
Jericho. However, in terms of real benefits, the Palestinians will get little or
nothing.
What will happen when Palestinians
demonstrate against continued Israeli
military occupation? The Palestinian
police will employ the same oppressive
tactics once reserved by the Israeli Defense Force to crush any form of resistance, opening up the possibility of violent inter-Palestinian fighting. Further,
settlers will continue to fall under Israeli
laws. For example, if a Jewish settler in

Gaza randomly fires into a crowd of
Palestinians, he will most likely be tried
in an Israeli court. Sentences in similar
past cases have been as short as six
months. If such injustices continue,
hopes for cooperation between Israeli
and Palestinians are in vain.
Most surprisingly, the decision to accept the plan came without any attempt
to form a Palestinian consensus. The
PLO has continually rebuffed Haidar
Abdul Shafi, the leader of the Palestinian peace talk delegation. For months,
Shafi has been calling for democratization of the decision-making process
within the PLO and the convening of a
Palestinian national dialogue to form a
consensus and work out mechanisms to
avoid inter-Palestinian strife. In another
sign of how the PLO is quickly losing its
hold on the Palestinian people, Mahmoud
Darwish and Shafiq al-Hut, two prominent members of the PLO executive
committee resigned just days before the
announcement of the agreement. They
cited the undemocratic nature of the
PLO, widespread corruption within the
organization and opposition to concessions made by Arafat.
The agreement means little since the
PLO, over the past few years, has lost its
ability to represent the Palestinian
people. It is true that the PLO commanded widespread support among Palestinians in the 1970s, but since the
outbreak of the Intifada in 1987, the
PLO’s power over the Palestinians has
gradually receded to the point where
pro-PLO tickets rarely win elections in
the West Bank and Gaza Strip. While
the numerous concessions made by the
PLO arriving at the current agreement
surprised many, those who closely watch
Palestinian affairs have interpreted PLO
concessions as a last ditch attempt by

more

bloodshed.

In future months,

the most important, and often the most

difficult. Whether or not to have sex is a
decision we all have to make. The decision to have sex is obviously guided by
different things for different people.
Though abstinence is certainly the safest option, most college students choose
to have sex. After deciding to have sex,
however, the individual nature of the
decision gives way to many universal
concerns. These concerns do not seem
to be adequately addressed by the university. The lack of attention given them
is particularly apparent in the continued
ban on birth control on campus.
Of concerns shared by the sexually
active, pregnancy is often foremost. It is
safe to assume that the average Joe and
Jane Hoya are not interested in raising
children during their college years —
and they should have the freedom to
control when they begin a family. The
only way to ensure such freedom is
through access to birth control.
When people consider protection,
however, the focus too often is on pregnancy. Addressing sexually transmitted

this’ is Jost

pression. However, with the exception

of some areas in Lebanon, Arafat has
never controlled any territory. If he is
givenresponsibility for internal security

Dan Alamariu/THe Hoya

in Gaza and Jericho, it is expected he

will implement a reign of terror against
those who have openly opposed him.
His continual refusal to adopt democratization measures within the PLO itself
is a sign of the type of rule he will
implement ‘anywhere he is given control. Rather than an era of peace and
democracy,

the current plan offers the

Palestinians only more bloodshed and
oppression.
When the Camp David accords were
signed in 1979, analysts were correct in
predicting that unless Palestinian grievances were addressed, no real peace
would come to the Middle East. The
current agreement is no different, and
simply because Arafathasreplaced Sadat
in signing on the dotted line, peace will
not be realized until a true solution is
found to the many Palestinian grievances.
Mohammed Malley (GRD ’91) is the
editor of Muslim World Monitor, a Muslim bi-weekly newspaper.

are being made for us.
Hoyas for Choice supports keeping
all birth control choices available on
campus. We firmly believe in the rights
of all individuals to have total control
over their reproductive freedom, but responsible action begins much earlier.
Choice is not simply providing people
with information to make educated decisions. Italso includes having the means
to follow through on such decisions.
The administration, however, has continually blocked the availability of birth
control on campus. Although we disagree with the university's policy on the
issue, our primary concern is their potentially tragic impact.

' Individuals must choose how these
~ policies will affect their behavior. The
debate on birth control will undoubtedly
continue, but while it continues, Geor-

getown students will face, time and time
again, difficult decisions regarding their
bodies and their sexuality. The Georgetown community can no longer afford to
ignore this reality.
Danielle Drissel (SFS '95); Tammy
Bogar (SFS'94) and Tina Tavares (GSB

ter. Choices that should be ours to make

Choice.

Kurt
M. Denk

NAFTA’s Time is Now
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Now that the Arabs and Israelis are
making peace, who should be next?

vision. Ratification of NAFTA would
be a step toward attaining a broader
world-view for our nation. The transition would hurt some sectors of the
American economy, but would stimulate others as it opens new markets. The
removal of tariffs, trade barriers and
excessive red tape would lead to an
increase in U.S. exports, hence creating
jobs.

The

future

benefits

of a North

American pact are immeasurable. As
more regions around the world form
trade blocks, the United States simply

will not be able to compete alone.
With the governments of Canada,
Mexico and the United States working
together economically, more cooperation can be expected in other areas such
as the environment and human rights. If
NAFTA is notratified and Mexico must
continue to fend for itself with its outdated economy and shaky political system, what incentive would there be to

work with the United States in improving environmental conditions, human
rights and living conditions, or in stemming the increasing flow of drugs across
the border?
Above all, this is a time for cooperation, not confrontation. Such a view involves not only Canada, Mexico and the
United States but the political situation
in the United States as well. While Republicans mustbe constructive and avoid
bitterness toward the President, Clinton
also must be receptive to Republican
requests and suggestions, rather than
pay lip service to cooperation and partnership.
As for NAFTA, we as a nation must
look forward — not a few months or a
year, as we often do, but further into the
future. NAFTA is essential to securing
our economic well-being in the expanding world economy. With NAFTA we
have the opportunity to help Mexico
ameliorate its vast economic, political
and social ills, while furthering our already friendly relationship with Canada.
Free trade would ultimately ease the
flow of service, communication and innovative ideas. Fostering friendly relations and a shared entrepreneurial spirit
with our neighbors is bound to help our
nation in the long run as we work to-

gether toward a brighter economic and
social future.
Kurt M. Denk (CAS 96) is a member
of the GU College Republicans.

Compiled by David Booth
and Alex Schmitz

Shanon Dougherty and the rest of the
world.

Gary Parker
NUR ’96

GRD ’95

GUSA and The Challenge.
Lou Serico
CAS 96

tion, however,

precedented boom for Mexico while
stimulating certain sectors of the U.S.
economy.
In the past, the United States has
consistently sent millions of dollars in
aid to Mexico to help prop up their
disastrous economy. With NAFTA,
Mexico’s economy would become more
self-sufficient, wages and living standards would rise and approach some
sense of balance with the United States,
Agreement (NAFTA) is one issue where
the U.S. government. would: no longer
there is hope for. cooperation between
Republicans and President Clinton ona | need to subsidize the Mexican economy
and investors won’t run to Mexico in
national level, where dialogue has heresearch of low-wage employees. Jobs
tofore been characterized by the often
leave the U.S. for Mexico because of the
comic public sparring between the Presicomplete imbalance between the nadent and Senate Minority Leader Bob
tions’ wages and living standards: if
Dole (R, Kansas). It is both ironic and
Mexico’s economy becomes strong and
refreshing that Clinton and the Republiautonomous the imbalance would decans must now join forces to persuade
crease.
Congress, and America, that NAFTA is
And why are Mexican wages, enviright for us as a nation.
ronmental conditions and human rights
Despite the public feuding over
standards so low? Because as an isoNAFTA, much of the nation is unaware
lated, economically weak and politically
of the issue or ambivalent to it. A recent
unstable country living next door to the
poll found that only 50-percent of the
world’s largesteconomic power, the only
respondents had heard of NAFTA, and
way Mexico can compete is by offering
of those, half supported and half opan easily exploited system.
posed the agreement. Here, then, lies an
Yet as trade barriers fall, U.S. envioccasion for Clinton to define himself
ronmental firms would be able to open a
more clearly and work with Republicompletely new market in Mexico. As
cans after the bloodletting that occurred
Mexico’s tariffs (in many cases twice as
over his budget package this summer.
high as U.S. tariffs) fall, its companies
Why, though, should Congress ratify
would be forced to raise their standards
NAFTA? After all, coalitions of labor
to compete against more efficient U.S.
unions, environmentalists, humanrights
and Canadian firms. The United States
groups, consumer advocates and Perot
unfairly criticizes Mexican economic
supporters are all urging Congress to
and social conditions by holding it to our
reject the plan. The claims that NAFTA
own standards, and neglecting the maswould destroy U.S. jobs, endanger envisive disparities that exist between the
ronmental standards, hurt consumers and
two nations.
appear as a willful oversight of Mexican
Additionally, one cannot help but
human rights problems seem to pose
enough reasons to end the debate and | sense a bit of xenophobia when critics,
such as Ross Perot, refer to the agreekill NAFTA on the spot. But in the long
ment as “that Mexican thing.” Aside
run, NAFTA actually could reverse many
of the problems its opponents claim it from the new economic horizons opened
asaresult of NAFTA, the ensuing coopwould create.
eration between the three nations would
As far as jobs are concerned,
also benefit members by expanding culNAFTA’s specific effects over the next
tural and social awareness. As compa15 years cannot be accurately predicted.
nies and individuals broaden their views
Fears that U.S. jobs would go to Mexico,
economically, they would be forced to
where labor is much less expensive, are
become more aware of the diversity of
legitimate. Yet the U.S. has been expethe markets in which they conduct their
riencing employment loss to foreign
business.
countries for years, as American compaIf the United States is to compete in a
nies turn to cheaper labor around the
global economy, we must have global .
world in their struggle to cut costs. Se-

Jeff Blaylock
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curing a North American trade coali-

Democrats
President
Rod
Dembowski specifically challenged
Republicans “to play a constructive role
in meaningful political dialogue.” We
are certainly eager to take part here on
campus, and as a group, have strived
since the election to be fair and constructive in offering opinions, criticism and
new ideas.
The North American Free Trade

Letterman and NBC,
Sean Rushton

sad?

difference being that Palestinians, rather
than Israelis, will try to crush it.
The Israelis are well aware of this;
both Shimon Peres and Yitzhak Rabin
have justified recognition of the PLO
and the creation of a strong PLO police
force as the best means to crush the
Intifada. Israeli security and intelligence
agents will be able to turn over the
burdens of occupation to the PLO while
retaining the land, water and other benefits the occupation has conferred upon
the Jewish state.
Arafat’s heavy-handed decision-making style and inability to accept dissent
will mean disaster for the Palestinian
people. Palestinians who have suffered
in Arafat’s Lebanon prisons have already tasted the bitter reality of his op-

'05) are board members of Hoyas for

Burt and Loni.
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the Intifada will escalate — the only

filled at the Georgetown Medical Cen-
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Call for Condoms On Campus
diseases is equally important. Too often,
statistics desensitize us and we take the
“it can’t happen to me” attitude. The
reality of sexually transmitted diseases
is that sexually active adults can, and —
if the statistics are to be believed —
probably will contract some form of
sexually transmitted disease. Of every
1000sexually active, college-age people,
4.2 women and 2.4 men will contract
HIV, according to a study published by
the Centers for Disease Control in the
Washington Post July 29.
Georgetown women need to realize
they are the group that faces the fastest
rate of HIV infection. Further, despite
all the attention given to AIDS by the
media, other STDs, including chlamydia, herpes and gonorrhea, are still very
much a threat. Choosing to use acondom
is the only effective method of disease
prevention for sexually active people.
Unfortunately, Georgetown ’s policies
deny students the right to make decisions regarding their sexual activity.
Although it provides basic information
regarding the risks, the university officially recognizes only one option: abstinence. Condoms are not sold on campus. Birth control prescriptions are not

I'm

listen -

the true dimensions of the agreement
become clearer to the Palestinian people,

Danielle Drissel, Tammy Bogar and Tina Tavares

URING OUR COLLEGE YEARS WE FACE
an infinite number of choices,
many that will profoundly impact
the rest of our lives. For many of us,
choices about sexual activity are among

(Now , Now

Arafat to salvage a role for himself before becoming obsolete.
When seen in this light it becomes
clear that the Gaza-Jericho agreement is
arecipe for disaster. Rather than leading
to peace, it will complicate the dimensions of violence and ultimately lead to

Ren and Stimpy.

Emmit Smith and Jerry Jones.
Rick Choi

Kristin Beim

GSB ’95

GRD ’95
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Studio Stages
‘Caretaker’

Portrait of a Master
Exihibition Explores Corinth’s T echnique

Battis Shines In
Pinter’ s Deeply
Introspective Drama

By Megan Baker
‘Special to The HOYA

+

Lovis Corinth: Master Prints and
Drawings from the Marcy Family and
the National Gallery of Art marks the
first presentation of the turn-of-the-century German artist’s works at the Na‘tional Gallery.
The exposition focuses’ on prints and
‘drawings, and displays his ability to

¥. By April Lisante
i".

Special to The HOYA

Asa child growing up in London’s
East Side, playwright Harold Pinter was
exposed to violence and poverty, the

kind of ‘environment ‘that would later
turn up in most of his plays.
The Studio Theatre depicts this envi-

alter, combine and stretch such varied

ronment well in their staging of The
Caretaker. Directed by Joy Zinoman,
Studio’s' founder and artistic director,
the play. explores the lifestyles and traumas of three lower-class British men in
athought-provokin g and heartfeltdrama.
Lead actor Emery Battis, amember of
the Shakespeare Theatre Company, has
had a'career spanning six decades. In
The Caretaker he plays Davies, a homeless man who is taken in off the streets
and offered a caretaker job. His job is in
a house shared by two brothers, Mick

,

mediums as etching, drypoint, lithography, and woodcut.

Corinth (1858-1925), well known for

his exploration of the relationship between image and technique, was a vocal
supporter of the avant-garde movement
— while remaining firmly grounded in
his own realism and naturalism. He was
constantly seeking to develop a “Germanic” form of expression in’ his ‘art,
.giving each of his images a particular
aesthetic visionrather than limiting
himself to a specific style.

and Aston, played by Jon Tindle and
Richard Thompson. As a result of this

The exhibit exerdpiified Corinth’ s desire to transcend artistic boundaries by
focusing on three major themes: the
stages of life, relationships between men
and women and death. His works are
soulful and insightful and haunting.

job offer, Davies becomes bloated with
pride and newfound respect — all the

while becoming more distrustful of the
brother who took him in. By the play’s
end, Davies once again finds himself
alone, bewildered, and destined to live a
life of shameful poverty.
Pinter. powerfully moves the audience with his vivid depiction of three
men wronged by society, destined to
live lives of unhappiness, torment and
mistrust.’
The scenery ini this drama is incred-

ible, cleverly using a small amount of
space. With a slew of garage-sale type
furniture and appliances strewn around

Photo Courtesy Studio Theatre

Using dark,-heavy: lines and stark-con-

EmeryBattis holds the goods as Davies in Studio Theatre’s The Caretaker.
the stage, set designer Russell Methany have an open mind to the very serious
allows the audience to feel as though themes which underlie this play.

trasts, he dramatically forces his vision

on the viewer. Corinth’s power in conveying pure emotion while still portraying a realistic image can be seen in his

they are truly in adark, damp and shabby

London flat. He is even able to simulate
a leaking roof with cascades of water
from ceiling to floor.
This artistic interpretation of lowerclass hardships in 1960s London has
comical moments, but be prepared to

1913

Studio

Theatre

(1333

P St. NW)

work,

“Self-Portrait

in a Straw

Hat.” Corinth’s basic figure is technically well-done and the intense anguish
and despair seen in the eyes offers a

mesmerizing image for the viewer to

presents The Caretaker through October 10. Call 332-3300 for tickets and

contemplate. “Rape” is one of Corinth’s
most alarming works. It combines his

more info.

Self-Portrait in a Straw Hat (detail) by Lovis Corinth.

Teutonic ideal, a demeaning depiction
of women as victims and the terror of
pure violence into an evocative and
frightening work that makes Edvard
Munch’s “The Scream” seem tame.
Corinth’s rendering of “Death and the
Young Man,” vividly depicts youth as
invincibile and death as a mere curiosity. But the work also shows youth’s
fragile, naive mortality at the same time.

The Corinth exhibition at the National
Gallery is a moving and thought-provoking display. The intellectual ideas

Photo Courtesy NGA

presented by the artist, his skillful technique and his unique stylistic interpretations make this show worth avisit. While
not designed to please, Corinth and his
works are sure to fascinate and disturb.

Lovis Corinth: Master Prints and
Drawings from the Marcy Family and
the National Gallery of Art runs
through Feb. 21, 1994.

cy

‘he Wheels Keep on Turnin’

Summer Sounds From

M llencamp, Bard of M fibres American Life,

Depeche, Dylan, Santana
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J ohn | Mellenca amp
Human

Wheels

i By Scott Kozak
| HOYA Staff Writer

Most

artists normally evolve and

mature: through their careers, and this
maturity

comes

across not only in the

way in'which they live their lives, but in
the way their music changes as well.
Undoubtedly this holds true for John
Mellencamp, whose latest release, Human Wheels, demonstrates the gravelly-

voiced singer's artistic maturity.
Mellencamp began his career in the
early 1980s with basic rock and roll
tracks: like “Jack and Diane,” progressed

idwest social commentary

with

songs like “Pink Houses” and “Scare-

crow,” and then, following his divorce,
explored the darker side of life with
“Love: and Happiness.” Mellencamp
seems to have fully investigated the ills
of society’ and the ills within his own
soul, but this exploration has never been

as vivid as on Human Wheels, clearly

Mellencamp’s best album since The
Lonesome Jubilee.
Human Wheels reunites Mellencamp
withhis old touring band, including longtime drummer Kenny Aronoff, violinist
Lisa Germano and backing vocalist Pat
Peterson, who supplied a soulful counterpoint on Mellencamp’s self-depreciating hit “Pop Singer.”
The reunited band shows it talentright
from the album’s first track, “When Jesus
Left Birmingham,” which is destined to
become a sleeper hit. With its humorous
tone and R&B rhythm, “Jesus” evokes
Mellencamp’s favorite theme: smalltown America. With lyrics driven by
Peterson’s gospel howls, Mellencamp
repeats a verse from his first hit, “Jack
and Diane,” to fully drive home his
conception of small-town life: “So let it
rock, let it roll/Let the Bible Belt come

and save my soul.”
Mellencamp also touches on the
darker side of American society. For
example, “Junior” contemplates destitute people deprived of social courage,
while the haunting “Case 795,” lashes
out in a fashion reminiscent of “Pink
Houses.” The spectre of divorce continues to haunt him, as he sings about the

dissolution of the American family: “It’s

easy enough for us all to pretend that/
Everything’s alright with the family/
The beds are made but there’s no sheets
on.”
Mellencamp lashes out a final time at
American life in the 90s with “Beige to
Beige”, a somewhat upbeat track reminiscent of Uh-Huh’s “Authority Song.”
Its message calls for a fight to break out
of routines that trap people into: mundane and boring lives: “A world without
color/A world without sound/A world to
keep the rabble down.”
Mellencamp saves his best reflec-

Depeche Mode
By Sean G. Rushton
HOYA Staff Writer
Amidst disco lights and thundering
bass, thousands of members of the “Cult
of Mode” packed US Air Arena Sunday
night to pay homage to the group that
brought back black and made it trendy to
be Euro.
Depeche Mode, headed by front man
David Gehan, took the stage under flowing white sheets and spinning lights.
They opened with “Higher Love” and
went on with pulse-pounding favorites
such as “Policy of Truth” and “World in
My Eyes.”
The band performed classics stretching from across its 10-year career including “Stripped “and “Halo.” Among
‘tracks from the latest album were “I Feel

tions, however, for the title track, which

isbyfarthe mostintrospective and brooding song on the album. With Germano
gushing out the song’s message on the

violin, Mellencamp darkly discusses how
time affects all things: “Human wheels
spin round and round/While the clock
keeps the pace.”
Human Wheels proves beyond a doubt
that John Mellencamp still commands
the lyric and melodic power he has used
so well in the past to construct his image
of America and explore the darker sides
of his and others psyche. With this tour
de force, Mellencamp solidifies his
stance as one of the most eloquent and
insightful artists making music today.

You,” “In Your Room” and “Walking in

John Mellencamp.

THE WEEKENDER
THE INSIDER'S GUIDE TO THIS WEEKEND'S HOTTEST HAPPENINGS
This Weekend's

NW) hosts the Santa Fe Guitar
GPB presents Indecent Proposal
tonight, tomorrow

‘and Sunday

at

7:30iand 10 p.m. in Reiss 103. The

much-talked about movie stars
Woody Harrelson, Demi Moore and

Robert Redford. Tickets are $1 for

cardholders and $3 for millionaires
looking for a good time.
Also, GPB presents their (almost
entirely) Free Fall Fest this weekend, including:

OnFriday night, professional comedians Steve Mittleman and
Wendy

Kamenoff will appear in

The Zenith Gallery’s new-

Gershwin. Adult admission is $16,

and students, $8. For more info, call
357-2627.
Also on Sunday, the Black
Swamp Saxophone Quartet will
play at5 p.m. in the Music Room of
The Phillips Collection (1600 21st

St. NW). Seats are unreserved, and
admission is free with museum admission. Call 387-2151 for more
info.

Gaston Hall at 8 p.m. Tickets are $5
for cardholders, $7 for all others.

On Saturday night, a Unity Jam
will be held in Leavey Commons
from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. It features
many, styles of music and really neat
lights.
On Sunday, GPB will hold a
barbeque on Copley Lawn from 26 p.m. Later that night at 8 p.m.,
Reggae favorites Blacksheep will
play on Harbin Field

BEST BET

Quartet from Argentina. The quartet is coming to D.C. for Hispanic
Heritage Month and will play a wide
variety of music, from Piazzolla to

Debra Tidwell’s one woman show
Just Like A Woman will be performed tonight and tomorrow night
at 8 p.m. at Mt. Vernon College’s

estexhibit, “Creating Para-

dise: Art in Nature/Nature
in Art” will open tomorrow
at 11 a.m. The exhibit includes architectural ceramics, furniture and landscape

paintings,

such

as

Ellen

Sinel’s “Red Geraniums in
Black and White” (above

right). The gallery (413 7th
St. NW) will continue to show
the exhibit through Oct. 10

Rd.

Born in a Mexican Cornfield” to-

NW). General admission is $12.50
on Friday, $15 on Saturday. Tickets
are $10 for students, artists, and seniors, and $6 for children. For more
info, call 625-4655.

day at noon. The lecture, focusing

Hand

Chapel

(2100

Foxhall

on

the 50th

anniversary

of the

volcano’s birth, will be held at the

Museum of Natural History’s Baird
Auditorium. For more info, call 357-

2700.
Sunday night, the Baird Audito-

rium at the Museum of Natural History (Constitution Ave. at 10th St.

and it is open Monday - Friday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Saturday, 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. and
Sunday, noon

until 5 p.m.

Formore info, call 783-2963.
tage Fair will be held tomorrow from
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. at Fort Ward Park
(4301 W. Braddock Rd., Alexandria). Scottish activities such as
storytelling, fiddling, and dancing
will be presented. Admissions free,
and cultural products and traditional
food and drink are available for purchase. Call (703) 883-4686 for more

Dr. James Luhr will present a lecturetitled “Paricutin: The Volcano

information.
The fourth annual Scottish Heri-

Park’s Filene Center in Vienna, VA.
First, the Bob Dylan-Santana concert
was accompanied by a cool breeze under the stars and the acoustics in the
ampitheater were so good, you could
even hear the performance in the bathroom.
Second, the bands that played take up
such a large place in the history of rock
and roll that to see them all perform on
one stage is really a treat. A tight-lipped
Bob Dylan and his band played a strong
set that did not include any of his most
well-known songs. Santana, on the other
hand, played many crowd-pleasers, as
the loquacious Carlos Santana wowed

the audience with his philosophical, if
not flighty, musings — not to mention
his famous guitar work.
Dylan began the night and played for
an hour and 15 minutes on mostly electric instruments, with ashortset of acoustic songs sandwiched
in the middle. Highlights of the electric sets included “Shelter from the Storm” and an unusually
upbeat version of “Maggie’s Farm.”
His acoustic songs had a strong bluegrass flavor to them, thanks to the mandolin and stand-up bass that added spice
to the band. These different sounds were

My Shoes.”
Although most numbers were accompanied by the techno-pop sounds of the
quartet’s three synthesizers, Depeche
Mode did break this stereotype by per* forming several songs with both live
drums and guitars.
particularly evident in “Gates of Eden,”
Singer Gehan gave an electric perforone of the show’s highlights.
mance, strutting his stuff without slowOther than introducing the band meming down for a minute. The rest of the bers during a lull in one song, Dylan said
band also performed well, especially the very little during his set. And even while
back up vocalist/keyboard player Marhe was singing, it was difficult to detertin Gore, whose slower pieces gave both mine whether he actually said anything,
the audience and the band a chance to because he slurred his trademark rasp
recoup before a thundering denouement.
almost to the point of incomprehension.
Laser-light artistry and video also
But Dylan’s performance was memoplayed a part in the show, as beams of rable because after all his years of per_ whirling multi-colored lights constantly
forming, he is still able to exude such
flashed and various video screens dis- _ confidence on stage that his grizzled
- played black and white images correglare is special in itself.
~ sponding to the music. Particularly noAlthough both acts that performed at
table was the chicken-like figure walkFilene are legends, Santana definitely
ing back and forth on the screens during
deserved to close the night because their
“Behind the Wheel.” Hanging steel slabs
also provided background for much of performance was a high energy
danceathon compared to Bob Dylan’s
« the show.
The group did hold to tradition by mellow offerings. Bandleader Carlos
wearing mostly black, although Gore
Santana did little singing, but he did
looked outstanding in a silver sequined
have a lot of strange things to say. He
jump suit.
referred to the concert as a “music vibration,” and called Washington a “city
The show concluded with a standing
ovation and two encores including “Persurrounded by angels.”
Once he was through chatting with
sonal Jesus,” “Enjoy the Silence” and
“Everything Counts.”
the crowd, Santana led his band of two
singers, three percussionists, a bass
Depeche Modes Faith and Devotion
player and a keyboardist, through an
“tour also featured alternative sensation
assortment of greatest hits, as well as
The The, who gave a stellar perforlesser-known songs. Most memorable
mance as warm up band.
were “Black Magic Woman” and “Oye

Bob Dylan/ Santana
By Andrew Sell
HOYA

Staff Writer

The elements were perfect on Sept. 9
for a great night of music at Wolftrap

Como

Va”

during

the first set,

and

“Jingo” in the encore. “Make Somebody Happy” featuring an extreme tempo
change, was also well received.
Two groups of musicians with a com-

bined total of more than 50 years performing experience shined last Thursday night, making it a great wrap-up to
the summer concert season.
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IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
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Complement your major field with a minor or certificate in
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Russian Area Studies. Georgetown’s Russian Area Studies
.
.
program offers coursework including four semesters of
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.
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.
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“BIG COTTON” CREW NECK
SWEATSHIRTS ARE HERE!
The Leavey Center Bookstore is proud to present a new collection of beety,
cotton rich sweatshirts with updated, yet traditional university graphics. “BIG
COTTON?” is shrinkage controlled fabric allowing for a great fit wash after
wash. Come on in and feel the difference “BIG COTTON” makes!
SALE:

sx.

$32.99
(REG. $37.95)
SIZE XXL
SALE:$34.99
(REG. $41.95)
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Friday, September 17

all students interested in joining the
1993-94 Georgetown Journal staff
in Leavey 509.

9a.m. Second day of Rosh
Hashanah (the Jewish New Year)
services held in Gaston Hall.

Monday, September 20

1:15p.m. The Islamic Society of
Georgetown offers Islamic Prayers
in the Copley Basement Prayer
Room.

4p.m. - 6p.m. The Career Center
offers career decision testing on the
5th floor of the Leavey Center.

6:30p.m. Shabbat Services at the
Jewish Student Association House
at 1314 36th Street.

4p.m. Caleb Rosado, Ph.D. delivers a lecture on “Multiculturalism:
The Art of Managing Diversity," in
ICC Auditorium.

7p.m. - 8:30p.m. Christian Fellowship meeting in Walsh 495.
Bernie Beall speaks on “What Does
it Mean to be a Christian on a College Campus?” For more information call Shawn Malone at 338-2278

4:15p.m. - 6:15p.m. Study Abroad
meeting for students interested in
studying in France or Belgium
(Leavey Program Room), or students
interested in studying in The Middle
East (450 ICC).

Saturday, September 18

Sp.m. - 6p.m. Bereavement Support Group meets in New North 107.

11a.m. - 1p.m. The Career Center
offers career decision testing on the
Sth floor of the Leavey Center.

6:30p.m. The Georgetown Film
Society presents screening of Alice
in the Underground and Twenty
Eight in the ICC Auditorium.

11a.m. - Sp.m. Hoyas for Choice
will have an information table in
ICC Red Square. For more informa-

8p.m. The Georgetown College
Democrats holds its first general
meeting in ICC 115. All are welcome. For more information, call
687-1592.

tion, call Denise at 338-7492.

12noon - Sp.m. The Student Activities Commission presents its annual SAC fair at which over 100
student clubs and organizations give
out information and seek new members on the first floor of the Leavey
Center. For more information call
the SAC office at 687-4155 or stop
by 316 Leavey Center.

8p.m. The Equestrian Team holds
a general meeting in ICC Auditorium. For more information, call 9656705.

Tuesday, September 21

Sunday, September 19

3p.m - Sp.m. Walk-in hours at the
Career Center, Sthfloor Leavey Center.

Masses at Dahlgren Chapel: 9a.m.,
1la.m., 12:30p.m., Sp.m., 7p.m.,
8:30p.m., 10p.m., 11:15p.m.
9a.m. - 5p.m. The AGAPE group
meets in St. Mary’s Conference
Room.

6p.m. - 8p.m. Tuesdays at the Career Center (5th floor Leavey Center) features the Honorable John

11a.m. - 12:30p.m. Protestant Service in St. William’s Chapel.

Dunne (CAS ’51) speaking on "Gov-

12:30p.m. All students interested
in joining GUSA (Georgetown University Student Association) are invited to attend the GUSA Leadership Conference in ICC Auditorium.
All current members of GUSA committees are also invited to attend.

6:30p.m. - 7:30p.m. Bible study
on I Corinthians in Healy 110.

ernment, Law and the Courts".

7:15p.m. AIESEC holds its new
members meeting in White Gravenor
201A.
7:30p.m. Beyond Dahlgen holds
its weekly meeting in Henle 15.

3p.m. The Challenge holds an informational meeting
Gravenor 204.

in White-

3p.m. - 5p.m. Weekly worship in
St. William’s Chapel.

8p.m. Organizational meeting for

9p.m. - 10p.m. Lutheran Service
in Copley Crypt.

7:30p.m. - 9:30p.m. The Georgetown Committee for Puerto Rican
Statehood sponsors a lecture given
by Congressman Romero Barcelo
from Puerto Rico on the status of
Puerto Rico. The lecture is in ICC

For Change

Wednesday, September22

In the NCAA

5:15p.m. - 6:30p.m. The Career
Center (Sth floor Leavey Center)
offers “How to Write an Effective
Resume”.

HOUSE, From p. 10

5:30p.m. - 6:30p.m. Orthodox
Vespers in Copley Crypt Chapel.
6p.m.
ety has
Towing
Odyssey

Dame,

7p.m. - 9p.m. Harambee Fellowshipmeets in St. Mary’s Conference
Room.
7p.m. - 10p.m. Marian Prayer in
Copley Crypt.
7:30p.m. - 9:30p.m. State of the
Union Address featuring students
from the Black Student Alliance, the
NAACP, the Caribbean Culture
Circle and the CMSA in the ICC
Auditorium.

the cookie jar.

Te

ro

Sp.m. Charles Gonzalez, SJ lectures on “God Acts Like a Laborer:

Jesuit Spirituality and the Environ5:30p.m. - 7p.m. Baptist Campus
Ministry group meets in St. Mary’s
Conference Room.

Friday, September 25

Hoya junior Eric Finney was named to the All-American rugby team last season.

5p.m. Erev Yom Kippur — Dinner at the JSA House (1314 36th
Street) Call Maryla Korn for reservations.
7p.m. - 9p.m. Christian Fellowship meets in Walsh 495. For more
information call Shawn Malone at
338-2278.
;
7:30p.m. Erev Yom Kippur (eve
of Yom Kippur) services in Gaston
Hall.

u P

EARN$500 OR MORE WEEKLY
stuffing envelopes at home.
Send long SASE to: Country
Living Shoppers, Dept. G2,
P.O. Box 1779, Denham
Springs, LA 70727-1779.

available at National Republican Coalition for Choice.

Call (202) 452-8850.
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East Coast team beat the West regional

As well-chronicled as last season’s
team before going on to lose to the
off-field troubles were, one might easily
Pacific Coast team in the final. For his
be lured into believing the Georgetown
exemplary performance in that tournarugby club never does anything good. ~~ ment, Finney was named a rugby AllWrong.
American.
‘As last spring’s season drew to a
“It was a fabulous honor to represent
close, then-sophomore Eric Finney was
my country, probably the greatest honor
playing his way onto the All-American
of my life,” Finney said.
rugby team.
Finney said he came to Georgetown
Rugby
Club
President Jim
attherecommendationofhishighschool
McNicholas said that Finney, a U.S.
headmaster. When he arrived on the
citizen who grew up in Australia, is
Hilltop, Finney decided he wanted to try
Georgetown’s second rugby All-Ameriout for football — a sport which had
can ever. Jeff Bronikowski, a 1992 GU
intrigued him after growing up playing

School administrators must also
hold coaches to the responsibility of
ensuring that their players graduate.
I support Proposition 48, allowing
schools to sign athletes who achieve
certain standardized test scores. But
I do think administrators and
coaches, after making every attempt
to get tutors for struggling student
athletes, should insist that athletes
who cannot complete the curriculum transfer. The money which topflight programs bring into university
coffers is wonderful, but the first

rugby.

during his senior season on the Hilltop.
“Eric came to us from Australia, where

purpose of college is to educate.
The final chore of school administrators should be to fire any and all

“Most people on the [football] team

he played growing up,” McNicholassaid.

thoughtI thought it was rugby,” Finney | coaches, no matter how brilliant or

Finney was selected to the All-

tent on making up for disappointing | studentathletes, whoIbelievearean

“He started as a freshman and by last
year he was definitely. one of the most
important players on our team.”

said. “But I knew what I was doing.”
revered, if a significant amount of
Finney should be a major contributor | his or her athletes do not graduate.
on this year’s rugby squad, a group inThe final part of my plan concerns

Potomac Rugby Union team, an all-star

]osses suffered last season. It was the

incredible

(301) 652-

want

in ONE

week!

© perennial powerhouse Navy.

But the team fully intends to put the

matter how talented an athlete is or

East Coastregional tournament, playing

season head-on. It lost only two seniors

| one misstep during a game and your

down the east coast. Finney’s play in

9 beating last weekend.

fold.

want to get the Cup back,” said Finney.

Their signature would ensure them a
four-year education and an opportunity to play, which cannot be taken
away if they become injured. The
player’s responsibility would be to
spend four years without breaking
the law or NCAA regulations and to
complete AT LEAST seven-eighths
of the degree requirement — in
Georgetown’s case, four classes per
semester for four years. If a player
were to renege on either responsibil-

The All-PRU team participated in an

past behind it and tackle the upcoming | how bright the pro prospects are,

against teams from other regionsup and

last year and handed Loyola a sound, 27-

that tournament earned him a berth on
the All-East Coast Regional team.

need for an education multiplies ten-

“Most of [this year’s] seniors. . . have
Upon entering school, scholarship
alittlerevenge factor on theirminds.
We | athletes should sign waiver forms.
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Thursday, September 23
11:30a.m. - 2p.m. Bagel lunch at
the Jewish Student Association
House. Professor Brumberg of the
Government Department will be
speaking. All are welcome.

the administration immedi-

ately began a public relations campaign to deny the allegations in
Yeager and Looney’s book. If Notre
Dame is innocent, let an official investigation prove this. Do not let
them junip up and say “We didn’tdo
it,” like a seven-year-old who robbed
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Men's Soccer

Hoyas Conquer
Mountaineers, 4-0

We're Not

Gonna Take It
Anymore

Georgetown Makes It Four in a Row

The recent expose detailing alleged impurities in Notre Dame’s
football program has raised questions about the oft-inconsistent disciplinary policies of the NCAA —
placing college sports fans at the
crossroads.
They are forced to ask themselves,
“Are these guys ever going to get it
right?”
In Don Yeager and Douglas S.
Looney’s Under the Tarnished
Dome- How Notre Dame Betrayed
its Ideals For Football Glory, several former Notre Dame players alleged that steroid use, academic

By Brian Franey
Special to The HOYA

cheating and (the old favorite) ille-

goodbye to $1.4 million in television revenues.
The Pac-10’s investigation found
15 violations on the part of Washington, though none were commit-

ted by long-time Head Coach Don
James. The worst of the crimes was

a $50,000 payment to a player arranged by a Husky booster. Washington fans, boosters and players
were outraged by the harshness of
the penalties, since they were the
program’s first violations and the
now-resigned James was not involved in any of them.
These people are wrong.
According to Sports Illustrated,
James graduated only 35 percent of
his players from 1986-1992. This
appalling figure suggests James was
remiss in doing his job and his resignation would, in fact, benefit the
Husky program.
These stories point out the
NCAA ’sinconsistency. BothJames’
Huskies and Holtz’s Irish seemed to
have violated both NCAA law and
the spirit of college sports. But the
NCAA only punished one team —
the less famous Washington club—
while the Irish continue to rake in the
booty from their lucrative NBC television contract.
I believe I can speak for many
sports fans by quoting Howard Beele,
Peter Finch’s character in the 1976
film Network: “I’m mad as hell and
I’m not going to take it any more!!!”
I'think the time has come for schools
with big sports programs, their players and coaches and the NCAA itself
to START BEING ACCOUNTABLE.
And, I have a plan.

My plan begins with the NCAA,
which has improved its ability to
successfully police its schools but
still allows powerhouse teams like
Notre Dame, Miami or Alabama to
illicitly stockpile talent and dominate the rankings. The NCAA must
begin by hiring a dynamic adminis-trator who will initiate a complete
revision of the confusing regulations.
Next, the NCAA must take some
of the profits from television and
bowl game revenues to hire more
investigators who can ensure honesty in the programs. As the old
saying goes, “When the cat’s away,
the mice will play.” Finally, the
NCAA must strive for consistency
in its justice. Alcorn State and Alabama must both fear that illegal payments or illicit recruiting will be met
with the death penalty and worse.
The schools have to work with the
NCAA to ensure the simplified regulations will be adhered to. At Notre
See HOUSE, p. 9

-
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Junior striker Jennifer Rae Sullivan scored one of the Hoyas’ two goals in Tuesday’s 2-0 victory over Western Maryland.

3-0 at the 39:11 mark, off of a one-on-

one setup by passes from McKnight and
Kelly. Ferrer then finished out the scoring at 45:57, on a rebound of his own

Women’s Soccer

GU Downs Western Maryland, 2-0

game,

out-shooting

Mount

St. Mary’s

17-5.
“Defensively, it was a great effort by
the whole team,” Tabatznik said. “The
forwards and middies did notallow much
penetration, and when they did, the backs

were there behind them.”
The team finished its road trip at 4-2,
and return home
for their Big East opener
Sunday against Villanova.
Tabatznik said his team was glad to
be playing well early into the season.
“We're thrilled with the successful way
we opened the season,” he said, “especially considering we’ve been on the
road for six games. We're looking forward to playing Villanova. They’ve been
anemesis to us over the past few years,
and we're looking to get even with them.”
Following the Villanova game, the
team will travel to Virginia Wednesday
to take on the Cavaliers, currently ranked
number one in the country.
:

Sullivan and Donovan Propel Hoyas to First Varsity Victory
By Ken House
HOYA Staff Writer
Soccer coaches at every level
know that winning teams must capitalize on offensive opportunities,
since scoring chances are very rare.
Hoya women’s soccer Head Coach
Leonel Popol is no exception, particularly after Georgetown’s 2-0 victory over Western Maryland Tuesday at Kehoe field.
The Hoyas’ inexperienced team
— playing their first game as a fullfledged varsity sport— wasted none
of their chances and pleased Popol
in the process.
“We have six freshmen, [so] it’s a

very young team,” Popol said. “We
are exhibiting promising potential
and I feel that wonderful things will
happen to the program.”
The opening minutes were not
exciting offensively, as neither team
generated any shots on goal. Both
teams were plagued by nerves and
directed several passes into the heart
‘of the opposing defense. The Hoyas’
defense was particularly stifling, allowing only two shots upon senior
goaltender Janine Gibson.
Junior striker Jennifer Rae

Sullivan put the Hoyas on the board
with a goal at the 43:40 mark.
Sullivan deflected a bouncing ball
into the goal which Popol himself
described as “lucky.”
“[Sullivan] was very persistent,”

Popol said. “[She] put her leg in
while the goalkeeper was coming
and the ball was bouncing.”
The Hoyas’ second-half performance was dominating. Western
Maryland crossed the center line very
few times as Georgetown’s forwards
and midfielders controlled play. For
most of the half, Georgetown kept
the ball in Western Maryland territory but was not rewarded with any
goals.
The Hoyas finally scored the insurance goal 70:29 into the game.
Following a throw-in, Georgetown
slipped several fine passes around
the Western Maryland defense until
freshman Erin Donovan picked up
the ball at the top of the goal circle
and lifted an arching shotinto the top
of the net.
“It was a beauty,” Popol said regarding the goal. “It was a ‘give and
go,’ then a deep pass. [Senior Molly
McCarthy] crossed the ball and from
the eighteen [Erin] shot the ball. I

enjoyed it.”
Popol will enjoy many of the
team’s future games, if the defense
continues to keep opposing offenses
throttled.
Standing
out
for
Georgetown

were

senior Maureen

Cashman and sophomore Molly
Walsh. The latter showed a strong
leg and great poise while facing
Western Maryland's all-too-few offensiverushes. Popol had high praise
for his defensive corps.
“Defense is more than aptitude,
it’s attitude,” Popol said. “They cared
for each other and they played close
to each other. We had a lot of concentration [and] it was hard for the

other team to go through us.”
One area where Georgetown will
need improvementis on offense. The
team picked up the ball well in transition from the defense, but it often
could not make the one extra pass to
create an open shot on goal. Popol
said these passes, and one-on-one
finishing

moves,

take time

to de-

velop.
“It’s always easier to'destroy than
to create,” Popol said. “In time, things
will come as we get to know each
other [and] as we get to play with
each other. I think attack will come,”

Volleyball

Georgetown Suffers Disappointing
Loss to American; Record Falls to 4-3
Coach Nagel Calls Match
By Molly Peterson
HOYA Staff Writer
In a match Head Coach Jolene Nagel
described as “frustrating and difficult,”

the women’s

volleyball

team lost at

American Tuesday night, 3-1.
“We had such a good weekend,”

Nagel said. “I guess we just weren’t
tending to business like we should.”
After losing the first match, 15-7, the

Hoyas rallied to win a close second
match, 15-12. But the Eagles raised the

heat behind the force of about 100 vocal
spectators, taking the third and fourth
games, 15-1, 15-12.
The team’s record now stands at 4-3.
“The team doesn’t. . . have any discipline yet,” Nagel said. “Wehavetolearn
how to get up when it’s necessary to,
after an exhausting match.”
Junior captain Amy Meier handled
the setting, providing spikers with 30
assists. “Amy did a good job of mixing
sets up, and trying to open up a hitter,”
Nagel said. “I’d agree with all but one or
two of her setting choices.”
The spiking was less effective, as the
team’s attack rate dropped to 16 percent.
Nevertheless,

there were

some

bright

moments. Junior Lori Loureiro spiked
12 times,

team’s

more

total.

than

one-third

Freshman

of the

Meghan

“Frustrating and Difficult”

O’Rourke, last weekend’s Georgetown
Classic MVP, added five kills, as did
fellow rookie Stephanie Dersch.
Meier did vary the attack somewhat,
since middle blocker Loureiro was given
many more opportunities than in games
played during the tournament. Outside
hitters O’Rourke and Dersch varied their
ball placement as well.
“The hitters who had made a lot of
errors eliminated them. . .we still need to
be more aggressive,” Nagel said.
Serve reception also continues to be a
focus of extra effort. “We get two and a
half hours a day of practice, counting
time with weights,” Nagel said. “We
can’t always afford to take that much
extra time for serve receive practice.
What people need to do, if they feel they
want to work on serve receive, is set up
2 time to come in to the gym and take
some extra reps.”
The team’s lack of preparation showed
most in backrow passing. Georgetown
made alot of ball-handling errors, though
the serving statistics were the most remarkable. The team amassed nine service errors, while serving only two aces.
Concentration, more than physical
mistakes, seems to have been the biggest factor missing from the squad’s
play. “Some days, everything goes perfectly; other days, you have to dig within

and something else has to happen,” Nagel
said. “We didn’t push through that, and
when the going gets tough, we need to
push harder.”
Although the team did not have many
scoring opportunities in the speedy third
game, the Hoyas held alead in the fourth
game, scoring 12 points before freezing
up and failing to convert any further
chances.
“There was a time in the last game
where we could have won,” Nagel said.
“It wouldn’t have been pretty, but we
could have done it.”
Nagel expects to work on pressure
situations in practice this week, so that
her players can gain confidence. “We
just weren’t prepared to play [on Tuesday], and the team needs to prepare and
concentrate,” she said.

According to Nagel, the situations the
players will face include a number of
pressure points, such as serving into a
specific area on the court and covering
the middle on defense.
“Basically, we will set goals and try
to meet them,” Nagel added.
Friday and Saturday the Hoyas will
play
in the Jefferson
Cup
in
Charlottesville, VA. Friday they face
Radford at 5:00 p.m.; Saturday, West
Point at 12:15 p.m. and the University of
Virginia at 8:00 p.m.
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Stephanie Dersch and Lori Loureiro go up for a block against American.

-

gal booster gifts runrampant in South
Bend. Worse, Head CoachLou Holtz
may have had knowledge of the
crimes.
This is very disturbing since Notre
Dame is one of the few programs
which shouldn’t need to break the
law in order to be nationally ranked.
The Fighting Irish’s history, success
and television exposure ensures that
talented high school football players
across the country will gravitate to
South Bend.
But if the authors’ facts are correct, Notre Dame and Holtz have
had as much success stacking the
deck in their favor as a riverboat
gambler. Surprisingly, the NCAA,
who once suspended Indiana AllAmerican basketball player Steve
Alford for posing fully clothed in a
charity calendar, has yet to undertake an investigation into Holtz’s
program.
The Washington Huskies, however, have notbeen quite so lucky —
they were investigated and penalized by the Pac-10 Conference. According to Sports Illustrated, the
Huskies were banned from bowl
games for two years, lost 20 scholarships over two years and said

The men’s soccer team won its fourth
straight game Wednesday, defeating
Mount St. Mary’s 4-0.
Junior goalie Dave Stapleton, in his
first career start, stopped four shots to
earn the shut-out. Head Coach Keith
Tabatznik praised Stapleton’s performance. “He played extremely well and
was steady throughout the game,” the
coach said.
The Hoyas struck early and often in
the first half, as sophomore Ben
McKnight scored atthe two-minute mark
on a lay-off from freshman Pat Kelly.
McKnight scored again at 18:58 when
junior Mike Newman passed to senior
Ron Dennie, who back-heeled a pass to
McKnight:
“Ben’s marked harder because of his
position, and he’s maturing and learning
to play with defenders all over him,”
Tabatznik said of McKnight.
Sophomore Raul Ferrer made the score

shot.
“Raul’s very comfortable around the
goal,” Tabatznik said. “He has great
speed and is deadly infront of the net. He |
makes goals out of plays which don’t
seem like scoring opportunities.”
The Hoyas kept the pressure on all

